
Report
“Revealing European Values In Volunteering in Europe” #REVIVE Seminar

Slovakia
Date and Venue:17.10.2023, Poprad, Mnoheľova 5, hotel Satel

Agenda

Date: 17.10.2023
Venue: Poprad, Mnoheľova 5, hotel Satel

9:30 - 9:45 Introduction and welcome

9:45 - 10:40 Panel discussion - 5 guests
Questions from auditorium

10:40 -
11:00

Coffee break

11:00 -
11:55

Introduction of CEV activities, introduction of Platform´s activities in similar
area

Slido - what are the values of EU, what are the values of volunteering

What values do we value and how do we import them into our work

11:55 -
12:00

Evaluation and feedback

The workshop was part of the conference Volunteering as a tool for change, which took place on
17 October 2023 in Poprad, Slovakia.
The event was attended by 85 people, pupils, teachers and youth workers.
The goal of the conference was to present the possibilities of connecting formal and non-formal
education through education for volunteering using the service learning strategy.
During the conference, a panel discussion took place, in which a student, a primary school teacher,
a university pedagogue preparing future teachers, a researcher in the field of youth work and a
representative of the Ministry of Education spoke. The panel discussion participants talked about
the values   that young people live by, how they coincide with EU values, what are the trends among
young people and how we can respond to them from the position of stakeholders or youth workers
in formal or informal education.
The panelists also answered questions from the audience.



The panel discussion was followed by work in groups, where successful examples of engaged
students' projects were presented in a facilitated discussion. The projects were implemented by
students, in cooperation between schools and communities. In the projects, the main theme was
engagement and interest in the neighborhood in which I live.
After the event, together with a thank you email, the participants also received an invitation to
evaluate the event via the EU Survey.


